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Abstract
Research in the field of image processing and computer vision for recognition
of suspicious activity is growing actively. Surveillance systems play a key role
in monitoring of sensitive places such as airports, railway stations, shopping
complexes, roads, parking areas, roads, banks. For a human it is very difficult
to monitor surveillance videos continually, therefore a smart and intelligent
system is required that can do real time monitoring of all activities and can
categories between usual and some abnormal activities. In this paper many
different abnormal activities has been discussed. More focuses is given to
violence activity like hitting, slapping, punching etc. For this large human
action dataset like UCF101, Kaggel is required. This paper proposes a method
to model violence actions using Gaussian Mixture Model with Universal
Attribute Model. Super action vector is calculated using UMA. To represent
every SAV in few significant attributes, factor analysis is performed and result
gives a low dimensional relevant action vectors.
Keywords: Action recognition, surveillance systems, gaussian mixture
model, violence action.
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1 Introduction
In today’s world cameras are popularly chosen for addressing various security
concerns in both public and private sites. Surveillance systems can be used
to monitor occurrence of activities in these places. Abnormal activities are
like hitting, fighting, snatching, punching, fire, attacks etc. Normal activities
are like jogging, running, walking, handshaking that can be performed by
humans at public places. To monitor these activities video surveillance is
increasing day by day. These videos capture all kind of activities of human.
In semi-automatic surveillance systems, a human expert is required that can
continually monitor and analyse the video. These semi-automatic systems
are costly and not very reliable. It is very difficult for a guard to sit and watch
videos to prevent occurrence of any abnormal activity. Therefore a smart and
intelligent system is required that can not only monitor the activities but can
also analyse between normal and abnormal. These smart systems or fully
automatic systems can also warn the security agencies if some activities are
abnormal.
These intelligent systems can also be used to save public places from
explosive attacks done by luggage bags at public places like railway stations.
It is very difficult for a guard to monitor crowded places and detect suspicious
objects. Therefore a smart and intelligent system is required that can detect
un-attempted stationary objects (shown in Figure 1(a)).
These smart and intelligent surveillance systems can also be placed in
hospitals to monitor patients. If activities like falling, shouting or any other
abnormal behaviour of elderly patient (shown in Figure 1(b)) occurs then
these smart systems can visualize and analyse videos and can also alert
doctors about the condition of patient.
Intelligent systems can also be used to monitor illegal parking (shown in
Figure 1(c)), traffic flow. Illegal parking of cars or other vehicle can cause
traffic jams on road. Some wrong activities like taking wrong U turn (shown
in Figure 1(d)) or driving on wrong lane can cause accidents. With the help of
deep learning, a smart and intelligent system can be developed that can alert
traffic police about these.
Fire not only damages the infrastructure but can also take lives of human
being. Many fire detecting sensors have been developed. These detectors
need to be placed very close to the fire. Therefore such sensors cannot
be placed in open spaces like park, roads etc. These sensors also cannot
inform about fire (shown in Figure 1(e)) growing rate, location and size. An
intelligent video system is a best answer to all these problems and can save
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Figure 1 (a) Abandoned object, (b) patient falling out of bed, (c) illegal parking, (d) wrong
U turn, (e) fire (f) fighting.

lives of many human beings by alerting the fire extinguishing agencies on
time.
An intelligent system is also demanded to monitor violence activities such
as hitting, fighting (shown in Figure 1(e)), slapping, punching etc. Earlier on
the complaint of victim, police or security agencies use to check the footage.
With intelligent video surveillance systems, these security agencies will be
alerted at the same time of violence occurrence. This can be very helpful in
reducing the crime rate and can warn police at the same moment.
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These vision based devices are becoming more and more interesting
by providing real time information and saving the world from conduct of
abnormal acts.
To develop a smart system that can recognize above mentioned abnormal
behaviours, most of the researchers have followed these steps:
1. Subtraction of background: It is very important to foreground the object
by detecting the changes in the sequence of frames. For this one of the
powerful mechanisms is subtraction of background.
2. Detection of Object: Object detection is one of the most important task.
It can be done through tracking or non-tracking based approaches.
3. Extraction of features: Feature extraction of objects like shape and
motion is done to through different algorithms to identify objects. These
feature vectors are then passed to classifiers as input.
4. Classification of Object: This is done to classify objects of videos. For
classification of objects different algorithms can be used like SVM, Face
Recognition.
5. Analysis of Object: After Object recognition analysis of object activity
is conducted. These are then compared with different threshold values.
This paper presents us with motivation and different applications of these
surveillance systems. Later on issues and challenges faced are discussed.
Research work done related to intelligent surveillance system is also discussed. In next sections general steps followed for classification of suspicious
activities and different datasets measures are discussed. In late, a proposed
framework is discussed for violence action detection.

2 Motivation and Application of this Intelligent Systems
Intelligent Surveillance systems for suspicious activity detection are very
important to prevent theft cases, explosive attacks, Fire at sensitive areas,
fights, accidents on roads.
This smart and intelligent video surveillance system can protect these
sensitive areas from suspicious activities:
1. In College and University Campus: These smart and intelligent systems
can be placed in college and university campus to prevent fight and for
the safety of assets.
2. Airports: Airports are one of the most sensitive areas of any country.
If a real time check through video surveillance is done then safety of
passengers, airport will increase.
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3. Railway, Bus Stations: Railway and Bus stations are targeted by terrorist
of acts. With the help of smart video surveillance system, railway
stations, bus stands, parking area can be monitored and activities can
be detected at real time.
4. Hospitals: In hospitals doctors can monitor patients remotely with this.
In case of elderly patients falling, vomiting, fainting or occurrence of
any other abnormal activity can be informed on real time to doctors.
5. Banks: Banking sector need more security as anyone with arms can
conduct robbery. If an intelligent surveillance system is installed then
police can be informed on time and robbery can be stopped or prevented
on time.

3 Issues And Challenges Faced
While developing a good intelligent system for detection of suspicious
activities, some issues or challenges can be faced:
Changes Due To Illumination: Nature is quiet unpredictable, sometimes illumination occurs due to change in weather, it can also occur during day-night
change. And Illumination in video can be a challenge for video analysis.
Object Shadow: Shadow of an object can create problem while tracking an
object and can change the appearance of that object.
Noise in Video: Noise can also act as a problem in video analysis. Noise can
be of any kind like rain, dust, waving created by branches of tree.
Huge Crowd: Object detection from a huge crowd is very difficult. In more
crowded areas detection of violence, theft, slapping, hitting is very difficult
task.
Blurred Objects: It is very difficult to find features of Blurred Objects and its
get very difficult to recognise.
Occlusion of Object Partially or Fully: It is very difficult to identify the
partially or fully occluded objects.
Poor Resolution: If the resolution is not good then it becomes very difficult
to detect foreground objects from videos. It becomes difficult to classify the
objects as boundaries of the object are not very clear.
Processing at Real Time: The most challenging task is to develop a real
time system. Sometimes video with complex background takes more time in
processing and tracking of object may take time.
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4 Research Work Done in the Field of Suspicious Activity
Recognition Through CCTV Camera Videos
This section covers the work done till date in the field of Suspicious human
activity done.
In 2016 Nam [5] for detecting abandoned and stolen objects has used
spatio-temporal features. For the removal of ghost images and for stable tracking, adaptive background modelling has been used. To detect
stolen object or abandoned object, spatio-temporal relationship is determined
between the stolen or abandoned object and moving human. Tracking Trajectories has been employed to reduce rising of wrong alarms. Vector matching
algorithm has been employed to detect the occluded objects.
In 2015 researcher Dimitropouloes [18] proposed a method for real time
fire detection to model behaviour of fire by using spatio-temporal features
like color probability, spatio temporal energy, flickering.
In 2015 Tripathi [10] developed a framework to detect suspicious activities happing on ATM installations like fight with user, money snatching,
attack on user and framework will raise an alarm to warn the authorities. For
reducing dimensions PCA was used and for classification SVM was used.
In 2012 Wiliem [20] presented an approach for contextual information
based automatic suspicious behaviour detector. In this author used three main
things: data stream clustering algorithm was used which enables the system to
update knowledge continuously according to information coming from video,
context space modelling and inference algorithm.
Adam In 2008 [16] presented non tracking based real time framework
for suspicious activity detection which was robust and can work in crowded
scenes. Instead of object tracking, it monitored the low level measurements.
So, this has a limitation of not doing sequential monitoring.

5 A General Framework For Suspicious Activity
Recognition
This section presents the general steps that are followed while detecting
any kind of suspicious activities. This framework will work for abandoned
objects, theft incidents, fire, falling of a human, illegal parking, violence
detection. Most of the researchers follow these steps for recognition of
suspicious acts along with different algorithms and approaches to improve
the performance.
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5.1 Foreground Object Detection
Extraction of foreground object is a very important step. It is an initial step
for detection of suspicious activities. Subtraction of background is performed
to detect the changes in the frames and to do the extraction of foreground
object. Moving objects in a video are considered as foreground objects and
static objects are considered as video background.
For detection of moving object any of the two methods can be followed –
1. Background modelling
2. Change detection
For moving foreground object detection, researchers have used many
different methods to extract activities like robbery, fights, punching, slapping,
snatching, and falling. Earlier background modelling method was used using
a single Gaussian than multi modal distribution was implemented using
mixture of various Gaussians. With time new advancements came and it leads
to the development of new approaches. Background subtraction is a very
common technique which can detect moving object by differencing between
the current frame and background model.
Many researchers have tried to detect stationary foreground objects using
different methods. In this dual background modelling techniques can also be
applied to detect abandoned objects.
For removing noise, illumination and shadow effect to detect the foreground object is a very difficult task to do. These can create problems in
identification of objects that can also lead to false classification. Several
researchers have applied different techniques to remove these effects and
improve the quality of footage. To reduce these effects color normalization,
Phong Shading, Radial Reach Filter, Gaussian smoothing, fuzzy histogram
color can be used.
5.2 Object Tracking
Tracking of Object is also a difficult task in computer vision field. For object
tracking a trajectory is created over time by tracing the position of object
in sequential frames. Object representations that are used for tracking object
are object contours, geometric shapes, points, articulates etc. Noise, complex
shapes of objects, partial occlusion of objects sometimes create problems in
tracking of objects.
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5.3 Extraction of Features
It is very important to select appropriate features for automatic detection of
suspicious activities from videos.
5.4 Classification of Activities
After extracting moving and static foreground objects, the classification of
object is implemented to classify between normal and abnormal behaviour.
For classification several researchers have used different methods like Support Vector Mechanism, K-NN, Neural Network, and Multi-SVM.

Figure 2

General framework of Intelligent Surveillance system.

6 Data Sets and Evaluation Measures
6.1 Dataset
Violence detection dataset mainly consists of four types of video sequences of
fight scenes. In some videos people meet, fight and run away. In other videos
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two or three people meet, fight and then one fell down and second person
runs away. This can also possible that people meet, fight and then chase by
running behind each other. For this UCF101 or Kaggel dataset can be used. In
these data sets realistic action videos have been collected from online video
store spaces like YouTube.
For traffic MIT traffic dataset is available and for parking I-LIDS parking
dataset also provides sequence of videos of illegal parking.
Similarly for theft videos Bank Dataset can be used. For fire detection
videos are also available on FireSense dataset. In videos of falling there can
be sequences of activities like walking, falling little forward or backward,
then complete falls, sideway falls, falls due to balance loss.For these videos
CAVIAR video dataset can be used.
6.2 Evaluation Measures
Evaluation of Intelligent video surveillance system for checking performance
for different activities like theft, violence detection, illegal parking, accident,
fall detection, fire detection is one of the most important tasks.
Many quantitative accuracy test measures have been used by researches
like:
Recognition Accuracy: For recognition accuracy of different activities measures like:
(T p + T N )
Accuracy(%) = p
(T + T N + F p + F N )
Here Tp represents True positive which means suspicious activity detection as suspicious by classifier.
TN represents True negative means non suspicious activity detections as
non-suspicious.
Fp represents false positive means classification of non- suspicious as
suspicious.
FN represents false negative which means suspicious as non-suspicious.
Precision, Recall are used as experimental evaluators. In which Precision
represents True alarms % and Recall represents detected event %.
Recall (%) =
Precision (%) =

(T p )
(T p + F N )
(T p )
(T p + F p )
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7 Proposed Framework For Violence Detection
In the proposed model similarity between violence activities to normal action is
exploited to train a large UAM which move around attributes across all actions.
Universal Attribute Model (UAM). UAM is not dependent on labelled
violence videos for training.
7.1 Universal Attribute Model (UAM) Construction
For every video has random action process. For sampling function, there is a
need of pdf of parameters that describes the action process. For estimating
that pdf GMM that is Gaussian Mixture Model can be used. For this the
mixtures must be large to properly accommodate the intra action variances
occurred in different videos.
This model can be represented as
P (x1) = ΣC
c=1 wc N (X1lµc , σc ).
Here mixture of weight wc follow the constraint
ΣC
c=1 wc = 1
µc , σc represent (means and covariance) for UAM c mixture. Xl is a feature
of X video clip which is represented as x1 , x2 , x3 . . . , xL . These features can
be Motion Boundary Histogram descriptor or Histogram of optical Flow and
for each separate UAM is trained during evaluation.
For finding pdf, maximum aposteriori is adopted which enhances the
contribution of attributes of that clip. This MAP gives feature vector x1 and
p(c|x1 ) is likelihood which draws feature x1 for cth mixture.
P (c|xl ) =

wc p(xl |c)
ΣC
c=1 wc p(xl |c)

Here wc is mixture’s prior probability.
P (c|xl ) =

wc p(xl |c)
C
Σc=1 wc p(xl |c)

This probability p(c|x1 ) is used to calculate x clip’s Zeroth and Baum-Wech
first order statistics.
nc (x) = ΣL
l=1 p(c|x1 ),
Fc (x) = (1 ÷ (nc (x)))ΣL
l=1 p(c|x1 )x1
To calculate adapted weights and means for every c mixture of UAM:
w
cc = αnc (x)/L + (1 − α)wc
µ
bc = αFc (x)/L + (1 − α)µc
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To compute (Cd x1 ) dimensional super action vector means are concatenated. And are represented as s(x) = µ
b1 , µ
b2 , µ
b3 . . . , µ
bc ]t but it may contain
attributes that does not contribute to the chip. Therefore to low dimensions,
Super action vector is intrinsically low dimensions by decomposition.
To low dimensions the super action vector is decomposed as s = m+T w.
Here m is a super vector, T is total variability (Cd X r) size matrix. w is
r dimensional action vector. The action vector posterior distribution is as
P (w|x) ∝ P (x|w)N (0, 1) ∝ exp((−1/2)(w − L(x)t M (x)(w − L(x)))).
P
The L(x) matrix = M −1 (x)T t −1 s̃(x). Here s̃(x) is centred super
vector.
The Baum Wech statistics first order around our UniversalPAction
L
cc(x) =
Accommodation model mean can be calculated using F
l=1 =
1 p(c|xl )(xl − µc ).
The centred super vector can now be expressed as Ŝ(x) = [F ∼
1(x), F ∼ 2(x) . . . F ∼ C(x)]t.
P
Matrix M is represented as M (x) = Identity + T t −1 N (x)T , Identity
is the identity matrix and N (x) diagonal matrix.
The covariance matrix and mean matrix of posterior distribution are
Covariance(w(x), w(x)) = M −1 (x),
E[w(x)] = M −1 (x)T t Σ−1 s ∼ (x)
Iteratively the posterior covariance and mean are estimated using EM
algorithm [21] in step E and in step M same is used to update T and Σ.
The total Variability matrix are initialized randomly, T and rank r are chosen.
Then mean and covariance is calculated using above equations of both.
After M steps T and Σ matrices are estimation and action vector of the
video clip is shown by means of its posterior distribution.
W (x) = (I + T t Σ−1 N (x)T )−1 T t Σ − 1š(x)
This vector is now used to train the classifier to detect violence activity.

8 Experiment and Results
8.1 Violence Dataset Description
The surveillance camera videos are mostly of low resolution. So, it’s challenging to activity to detect the person. As violence incidents are frequently
seen in campus or canteen area in colleges. Some violence footages are
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Figure 3

Violence detection from framework.

collected form and clips of violence are also available on UFC101, Kaggle.
The clips are divided into 6 second clips.
8.2 Feature Descriptor Effects
HOF and MBH are two action vectors state of art. The performance in
classification of these vectors is shown in Table 1 for different UAM mixtures.
Different classifiers like KNN, SVM are used for evaluation.
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Table 1

Performance of Action vector for Violence Activity using different classifiers
UAM Mixture
HOF
MBH
Classifier 256
512 1024 256
512 1024
SVM

99.6

99.6

99.8

99.8

99.5

99.4

ESDA

99.1

99.2

99.2

99.2

99.3

99.3

K-NN

99.4

99.3

99.4

99.6

99.5

99.5

Figure 4

Showing Violence action vector using HOF features.
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9 Conclusion
Crime is one of the biggest problems in today’s world. To decrease the
rate of crime, there is a need for smart and intelligent surveillance system.
This paper initially presented us with steps that are generally followed for
any suspicious video classification. Then different datasets where explained
in detail for abnormal activities. This paper also presents a framework for
violence activity detection. For this action vector is used. A large GMM called
Universal Attribute Accommodation model is used to learn about all action
attributes of violence. Factor analysis is done to remove redundant attributes
and violence datasets were used for evaluation. And results shown that action
vector works better than state of art feature vectors.IN future this technique
can be used with live streaming cameras for real time alerts.
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